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Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future: The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's ComputersPrinceton Press, 2011


	Computing is transforming our society in ways that are as profound as the changes wrought

	by physics and chemistry in the previous two centuries. Indeed, there is hardly an aspect of

	our lives that hasn't already been influenced, or even revolutionized, by digital technology.

	Given the importance of computing to modern society,...
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2012

	Since Lightroom first launched, Scott Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book for Digital Photographers has been the world’s #1 best-selling Lightroom book (it has been translated into a dozen different languages), and in this latest version for Lightroom 4, Scott uses his same award-winning, step-by-step, plain-English...
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Physics for Game Developers: Science, math, and code for realistic effectsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want to enrich your game’s experience with physics-based realism, the expanded edition of this classic book details physics principles applicable to game development. You’ll learn about collisions, explosions, sound, projectiles, and other effects used in games on Wii, PlayStation, Xbox, smartphones, and tablets....
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Numerical Methods using MATLABApress, 2014

	Numerical Methods with MATLAB provides a highly-practical reference work to assist anyone working with numerical methods. A wide range of techniques are introduced, their merits discussed and fully working MATLAB code samples supplied to demonstrate how they can be coded and applied.

...
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The St. Martin's Guide to WritingSt Martin Press, 2015




	Whether you have years of experience as a teacher or are new to the classroom, you and your students can count on The St. Martin’s Guide to Writing to provide the support you need in first-year composition, with a rhetoric, an array of engaging readings, a research manual, and a handbook, all in a single book...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ever felt you could use some no-nonsense, practical help when developing applications with Hadoop? Well, you've just found it. This real-world solutions cookbook is packed with handy recipes you can apply to your own everyday issues.


	Overview

	
		Solutions to common problems when working in the Hadoop...
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Express HDPeachpit Press, 2006
The only Apple-authorized guide to Final Cut Express HD 3.5, this book delivers the techniques you need to make movie magic with DV or HDV footage. Each chapter presents a complete lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing, with hands-on projects to complete as you go. All the files you need are on the included DVD-ROM. You'll learn how to...
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PIC Robotics: A Beginner's Guide to Robotics Projects Using the PIC MicroMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Complete, do-it-yourself robotics projects!
SMART 'BOTS! 


* Artificial vision system that uses a CCD camera to track and follow brightly colored objects 
* Bi-pedal robots that walk upright 
* Functional robotic arm 
* Easily programmed behavior-based robots  
* Complete parts...
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XML-Based Integration Using XA-Suite: Unifying Applications and Data in Today's e-Business WorldMaximum Press, 2004
In order for a business to thrive in today’s dynamic world, its computing infrastructure must enable the secure flow of information—not only within the business but also with suppliers and customers. However, many of today’s computing infrastructures suffer from “information chaos” and are unable to support this...
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Upgrading and Repairing PCs (W/DVD)Que, 1996
Upgrading and Repairing PCs is the de facto standard PC hardware tome used by more PC professionals and hobbyists than any other book of its kind - selling more than 2.1 million copies in it's 13-edition history. In the 13th Edition, Scott has pulled out all of the stops, adding hundreds of page of new material, two hours of all new video and more...
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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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